morning \( \rightarrow \) taŋ
find \( \rightarrow \) tap
kick \( \rightarrow \) t'ep
group \( \rightarrow \) top
base \( \rightarrow \) typ

reduplicated superlative affix \( \rightarrow \) tуп-, тип-, тәп-
bald \( \rightarrow \) taz
quickly \( \rightarrow \) т'ez
be patient \( \rightarrow \) тоз
salt \( \rightarrow \) toz
list \( \rightarrow \) trzb'e
steppe \( \rightarrow \) tyz
straight line \( \rightarrow \) тuzu (or тyz?)
ace (card) \( \rightarrow \) tuz
wear out \( \rightarrow \) toz

кіім тоздо
the coat was well worn

кіім тозу к'ерiek
the coat needs to be well worn

tooth \( \rightarrow \) тs
boulders or gravel \( \rightarrow \) tas
outside \( \rightarrow \) тус
dream \( \rightarrow \) тус (or tys)
bicycle
my bicycle
bicycles
wheel of the bicycle
is this a bicycle?

stamp

moo
moos
sound
sound of the moo
sound of the moo

book of the child

steam
heat of the steam

his bird's food

a lot of
that

little brother
brother's book
brothers' book

[a man's name]
rani's book

honor
eat imp.
wash
marat jesәktә афта
marat opened the door

jesәк афылда
the door opened

jesәк афыг болнда
the door was opened

kurәм жә
according to my eyes

marattun ajtuunә
according to what Marat said